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PURPOSE: 
To inform Council of progression on the progression of issues relating to the 
reestablishment of Dental Services in Brewarrina. 
 
 
CONTENT: 
History 
Since the 30th June Griffith University have withdrawn their services from Brewarrina. 
Brewarrina Shire Council has taken a leading role in the facilitation and promotion of oral 
health in the Brewarrina community; however limited resources make it continually 
difficult to bear the overall responsibility for those services. For example; if a person is 
suffering from a tooth ache and they are coming into Brewarrina Council’s reception for 
attention, then there is an issue – oral health, like all health related issues should be the 
responsibility of health professionals who can give qualified advice. For Council to take 
on such a role would require a new skill set for staff.  
 
Due to those limited resources and associated issues it is more appropriate for Council 
to be a facilitating but not lead agency in driving oral health in Brewarrina. Accordingly,  
Council has been liaising with the RFDS to reinstate a temporary/emergency service 
until December 2013. This has been on the basis of a Short-term arrangement i.e. as a 
stop gap measure. The RFDS are working on achieving this however they have 
requested assistance sourcing a Dental Assistant for support of patient bookings and 
assisted transport/health follow-up for disadvantaged clients. Council has suggested that 
the RFDS contact local health care providers and seek their support in these areas of 
patient care. 
 
Long-term 
The long-term (5- 8 years) prospect for Council to attract a dental service is promising; 
however, the time to commence planning is now to ensure a smooth transition for dental 
professionals.  
 
The number of dental students being trained annually in Australia has never been 
greater. In the past ten years there are four universities in Australia that are offering 
dentistry that were not offering this course before. This is great news! On the horizon, 
there will be lots of “fresh-out-of-University Students” looking for a career. As soon as 
positions along coastal regions are filled, there will be a wave of qualified dentists 
making their way out west.  
 
Respect must be acknowledged for anyone that has studied for five and in some cases 
six years at University to learn their craft, however living and working out west provides 
many challenges that even the most dedicated student would not be ready for………the 
challenge of distance, accessibility of professional support, cultural differences (both 



individual and community) and limited-ready available services like entertainment and 
retail.  
 
In addition the federal government has released a program called Dental Relocation and 
Infrastructure Support Scheme (DRISS). 
www.healthaustralia.gov.au/internet/rha/publishing.nsf/Content/Dental_Relocation_and_I
nfrastructure_Support_Scheme 
 
This is a great program, but unfortunately it offers very little to the communities of 
Walgett, Bourke and Brewarrina. These shires have some of the largest indigenous 
populations, some of the highest statistics in relation to chronic disease and have a 
demonstrated need for oral health care, yet this grant is not designed to assist these 
communities.  

Six years ago, when the community of Brewarrina wanted to discuss oral health options 
for Brewarrina, only two qualified dentists and one prosthesis were prepared to come to 
Brewarrina and talk to us. In the past few months we’ve had four dentists and two 
therapists’ actually visit Brewarrina and others e-mailing and telephoning to talk about 
existing facilities and future possibilities. The outlook for oral health out-west is 
improving, but it still needs help to achieve long-term sustainability. Some of the issues 
raised in the recent discussions / communications with professionals interested in 
providing a dental service in Brewarrina (CSU, RFDS, GWAHS, Dr Leif Svensson, 
Walgett AMS, Brewarrina AHS, Bourke AMS and Bila Muuji are as follows: 

- How could a full-time dental be sustainable in Brewarrina if a highly subsidised 
dental program, with government assistance was not sustainable? 

- Oral Health Care is unobtainable and unaffordable for those that need it most. 
How would the Brewarrina Community pay for oral health care? 

·    Just because a person is identified as needing dentures to eat does not mean 
they will wear them. Oral health care needs to have support from other health 
professionals that are located in the community i.e community health and 
Aboriginal Health Workers who can undertake follow up and provide support. 

·     Access to Oral health has improved on the whole, but for it to make a difference 
in our communities we have to make a commitment to be part of the conversation 
that endeavours to find solutions to issues that affect us. 

 
 
In Councils’ consideration of this matter the following should be kept in mind: 

- Councils’ responsibility is to facilitate and support professional Oral Health 
services on behalf of the community. It is the responsibility of health care 
professionals to deliver and administer these services. 

- Brewarrina Shire does not have fluoridation, would Council support fluoridation in 
the future? 

- Could this project be used to demonstrate a “shared resource approach” by 
sharing dental resources between Walgett, Brewarrina and Bourke Shires by 
lobbying the government for additional funding for oral health issues in our 
communities? 

 
A round table conversation is needed between local government (Walgett, Brewarrina 
and Bourke), and also public / not-for-profit health providers (GWAHS, Aboriginal Health 
Services/ RFDS) and private health providers who have an interest or have 
demonstrated an interest in either Walgett, Brewarrina or Bourke and may want to move 
this issue forward either by sharing resources, and/ or working together toward a 
sustainable service that meet the needs of our communities. This group discussion is set 
for Thursday 21st November 2013, in Brewarrina. At the time of preparation of this report 
there has been an indication that the following parties will be represented; GWAHS 
(Jenni Floyd, Director Oral Health Services Dubbo, John Skinner, A/Director Centre for 
Oral Health Strategy, Heather Finlayson, Manager BH), Dr Leif Svensson, Bila Muuji (Dr 
Sandra Meihubers), Walgett AMS (Jessie Richardson), Brewarrina AHS (Hellen Mannix), 
Bourke Aboriginal Health Service (Judy Johnson), Bourke Shire Council (Phil Johnson), 

http://www.healthaustralia.gov.au/internet/rha/publishing.nsf/Content/Dental_Relocation_and_Infrastructure_Support_Scheme
http://www.healthaustralia.gov.au/internet/rha/publishing.nsf/Content/Dental_Relocation_and_Infrastructure_Support_Scheme


Brewarrina Shire Council (Matthew Slack-Smith). Unfortunately Parkside Dental, Dubbo 
have provided an apology. Walgett Shire Council, Ochre Health, RFDS and Charles 
Stuart University are unable to advise their ability to attend at this date but all 
communication indicates that they are keen to be involved. 
 
In addition, identified invited people have been encouraged to extend this invite to other 
parties who also be interested in providing oral health care to the communities of 
Walgett, Bourke and Brewarrina.  
 
The Agenda for this meeting is to identify; 

·         What is possible and what do we want to achieve? 
·         What parties are interested in working together? 
·         Who is / are the target market? 
·         What oral health skills base is available and what skills are required (i.e.    

dentists, DA’s, prosthetics, money available, local support in each town)? 
·         How does the community pay for the service (free service v fee-for-service)? 
·         What timeline is realistically achievable? 

 
Once the information above has been established an additional meeting with identified 
stakeholders is proposed for 12th of December, to progress/act on issues prior to the 
Christmas break. 
 
Council had indicated its desire to have Mrs Jenni Floyd address their October Meeting. 
Jenni is unable to attend on that date due to other commitments.  
 
Jenni will be available to meet with Council on the morning of Friday 22nd November 
2013 between 9am and 10am (November Council meeting). Jenni has pre-planned a trip 
to the communities of Brewarrina, Bourke, Walgett and Coonamble and will be bringing 
with her Dr John Skinner (A/Director Centre for Oral Health Strategy), Paul Manning 
(WNSW LHD) and Boe Rambaldini (State Manager for Aboriginal Oral Health). This trip 
has been pre-planned and unfortunately time is tight and limited, as Jenni needs to get 
some of the attendees back to Dubbo catch a plane on Friday evening.   
 
If this time is not suitable an additional time can be arranged for 2014. 
 
 
CONSULTATION: 
All issues aforementioned have included consultation with primary stakeholders. 
 
 
GOVERNANCE IMPLICATIONS: 
Nil 
 
 
CONCLUSION: 
This report provides Council with information and an update on the progression of 
dental services for the Brewarrina community. In that regard Council is requested to 
endorse and support the approach to get interested parties to discuss possibilities 
on 21 November 2013 and to also seek Jenni Floyd to meet with Council at the 
November Meeting. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



RECOMMENDATION: 
 
That Council:  

1. Note the report as information; and 
2. Endorse the conduct of the “interested parties” meeting on 21 

November 2013 
3. Accept the offer by Mrs Jenni Floyd to meet with Council at 9am 

on Friday 22nd November 2013.  
 

 
 
 
 

_____________________ 
Lynn Moore 

Acting General Manager 
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